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Abnormal event, 97–98
Abrupt flicker, 226
Acceptable deterioration, 89, 99
Active distribution network. see Smart grid
Active frequency shift, 353
Active harmonic filter, 296
Adaptive protection, 363–364
Adiabatic compression, 449
Adjustable-speed drives, 97
Advanced metering. see Smart meter
Advanced overload protection, 129
Advanced protection scheme, 128–131
Aerodynamics, 6
After-diversity maximum demand, 181, 200
After-diversity maximum production, 181, 200
After-diversity minimum consumption, 181, 200
After-diversity minimum production, 181
After-diversity net demand, 181
Aggregator, 90, 128
Agriculture, 50
Air conditioning, 368
Alabama, compressed air storage, 449
Amarillo, TX, 385
American Electric Power, 450
American Midwest, wind power, 8, 368
Anapolis river, Canada, 66
Ancillary services market, 101, 461
Angle of incidence, 37
Angular stability, 425–437
impact of distributed generation, 429–437
Animal protection, 297
Anti-islanding protection. see Islanding detection
Area control error, 376, 383
Area EPS, 345
Atmospheric damping, 40
Australia, 42
tidal power, 65
Austria, solar power, 143
Automatic meter reading. see Smart meter
Automatic tapchanger, 144, 200
Autoreclosing, 301, 302, 305, 338, 341
Auxiliary power, 404
Azimuth, 36
Backup protection, 97, 301
Balanced dips, 279–282
Balancing, 373
Balancing area, enlarging, 458
Battery storage, 221, 222, 340, 369, 380, 450
BC Hydro, 340, 354
Beam irradiance, 47
Belgium, 61
islanding detection, 343, 348, 352
Benelux, wind power, 368
Biomass, 50
Blackout, 94, 370, 403, 439
Black-start, 403–405
Borgharen, 61
Brazil
HVDC, 61
hydropower, 61
voltage limits, 155
Break-current, 301, 334
Britain. see United Kingdom
Broadband emission, 223, 251, 253, 270, 298
Brookhaven, New York, 9
Buggenum, 71
Busbar protection, 333
Buyback, 373

Cable. see Underground cable
Cairo, Egypt, 37, 45
California
  solar power, 30
  wind power, 7
Canada, voltage limits, 155
Capacitor banks, 224, 259, 266, 267
Capacitor energizing, transient due to, 97
Capacity credit, 59, 458
Capacity factor, wind power, 29, 30
Carbon capture and storage, 70
Carbon-dioxide emission, 1
Cell controller, 128, 137, 462
Characteristic harmonic, 251, 264
Chile, hydropower, 64
China
  HVDC, 61
  hydropower, 61
  solar power, 31
  wind power, 8, 368
CHP, 50–59, 390
  correlation with production, 56–60
  fast variations, 54
  inertia constant, 420
  prediction, 53, 369
  seasonal variations, 53–54
  thermal storage, 54
  transmission system operation, 369
Circuit breaker, 305, 362
CISPR 16-1, 275
Cloud coverage, 39–42, 47
Coal, transmission system operation, 368
Combined Heat-and-Power. see CHP
Communication, 121, 130, 137, 209, 221, 222, 345, 354, 364, 365, 459
Compact fluorescent lamps, 85
Compressed air storage, 448, 449
Concentrating solar power, 30
Congo, Democratic Republic of, 60
Connection agreement, 86, 93, 264
Conservation of energy, 372
Consumption, prediction, 86, 398–399
Contingency, 414
Contingency reserve, 375
Control area, 382
Controlled island operation, 130, 279, 340, 404

Cooling water, 69
Coordinated universal time, 36
Covariance, 184
Crete, fault ride-through, 440
Cumulus clouds, 47, 48
Curacao, wind power, 21
Current quality, 88, 92–93
disturbance, 223
Curtailment of consumption, 136, 379, 380, 393, 460–461
Curtailment of production, 116, 121, 130, 140, 459–460
Cut-in speed, 24
Cut-out speed, 25

Damping, harmonic resonances, 225, 297
Dam safety, 60
Danish wind power association, 21
Day-ahead market, 372
5-Day variations, 8
DC-link, 74
Decay in production, 393–398
Declination, 36
Dedicated feeder, 127, 198, 359
Definite-time overcurrent protection, 299, 301
Delta winding, 252
Demand response. see Curtailment of consumption
Denmark, 128
  CHP, 50, 56, 57, 390–391
  controlled island operation, 405
  cross-border transfer, 388
  fault ride-through, 442, 443, 445
  islanding detection, 344, 345, 348, 352
  solar power, 40
  tertiary reserve, 389
  wind power, 7, 33, 56, 379, 388, 391
DER Lab, 444
Desert areas, solar power, 30, 31
Desert Tech, 31, 368
DFIG
  fault-current contribution, 336
  fault ride-through, 447
  harmonic emission, 248, 249, 251, 258
  islanding detection, 348
  voltage stability, 409
Diesel generator, 340
Differential protection, 279, 303, 363, 427
Diffuse irradiation. see Indirect irradiation
Dimensioning failure, 86, 373, 374
Dinorwig, Wales, 448
Dip. see Voltage dip
Directional overcurrent protection, 303, 305, 362
Direct irradiation, 35, 38
Dispatchable, 85
Distance protection, 279, 303, 363, 427
Distortion, above 2 kHz, 96
Distributed energy resources, 84
Distributed series compensation, 167, 199
Distributed state estimation, 201
Distribution network
adverse impacts, 87
design, 156–168
North America, 141
strength, 224, 225, 238–240, 267–270, 278
Distribution, voltage control, 144–146
District heating, 50
Diurnal peak, 9, 10
Domestic CHP. see Micro-CHP
Double-fed induction generation. see DFIG
Droop control, 219
Droop setting, 377–378
Dublin, 144
Dynamic loadability, 139–140
Dynamic voltage control, 209–210
Earth-fault time-delayed overcurrent, 336
Earth orbit around the sun, 35, 36
Economic optimization, 86, 93
Electric car, 2, 85, 136, 221
Electric heating, 16, 85, 368
Electricity market, 1, 8, 51, 58, 70, 85, 90, 224, 398
Electrified railways, 2
Electromagnetic compatibility. see EMC
Electromagnetic interference. see Interference
Electronic inertia, 421, 431
Elevation, 36
El Paso, Texas, 39
Embedded generation, 84
EMC, 99, 284, 295
Emission, 223
Emission limit, 292–294, 295
EN 50160, 96, 145, 154
EN 50438, 293, 343, 346, 348
Energi Baden-Württemberg, 387
Energy storage, 74, 130, 137, 221, 222, 293, 297, 447–451, 469
large scale, 458–459
ENTSO-E, 367
EPRI Distribution Power Quality survey, 346
Equal-area criterion, 426
Equipment damage, 202, 294, 338, 340, 341, 343
Equipment manufacturers, 202
EU-DEEP, 56
Europe
blackout, 342
coil, 86
frequency swing, 98
tidal power, 66
wind power, 22, 28
European system, 367, 373, 374, 375, 382
under-frequency load shedding, 381
Event, 96–98
hosting capacity, 98–100
Extremely inverse time. see Inverse time
FACTS, 133
Failure to operate, protection, 300
Fast active disturbance reserve, 374
Fast reclosing. see Autoreclosing
Fast-start unit, 392
Fault-clearing time, 279, 297, 301, 427
Fault current
calculation, 310–326
impact of distributed generation, 334–336
indicator, 303
limiter, 303
Fault level
distribution (see Distribution network strength)
transmission (see Transmission system strength)
Fault ride-through, 94, 410, 437–447, 461
Feeder cross section, 126–127, 148, 198, 292
Ferroresonance, 303, 341, 356
Finland, islanding detection, 344, 345
Fixed-speed turbine. see Induction machines
Flexible AC transmission systems. see FACTS
Flicker, 223, 225, 230, 251, 292
severity, 96, 225, 228
Florida, under-frequency load shedding, 381
Flywheel, 380
Football fields, 30
Fossil fuel, 68, 84
France, 61
  overvoltage limits, 154
  tidal power, 66
  voltage limits, 155
Frequency
  containment reserve, 373
  control, 376–398
  converter, 74
  restoration reserve, 373
  stability, 422–424, 446
  impact of distributed generation, 423
  swing, 97, 98
Frequency-controlled disturbance reserve, 374
Frequency-controlled normal operating reserve, 374
Full-power converter, 11
Fuse, 364
  saving, 301, 305
Fuse-recloser coordination, 302, 305–308
Gamma function, 21
Gaussian distribution, 10
Gearbox, 226, 227
  wind turbine, 11
Generator protection, 336–358
Generator transformer, 251, 339
Generator tripping, 93–95, 360–361. see also Curtailment of generation
Generic model, 464
Geothermal power, 67–68
Germany, 56
  2006 blackout, 95
  carbon capture and storage, 71
  compressed air storage, 449
  high-frequency harmonics, 271
  prediction of wind power, 399
  solar power, 30, 31
  wind power, 7, 20, 368
Global electricity production, 69
Gobi desert, 31
Gönen, 226
Gothenburg, Sweden, 37, 39, 43, 44
Gotland, wind power, 103
Grand Inga, 59
Great Britain. see United Kingdom
Greece, micro-CHP, 56
Greenwich Mean Time, 36
Grid strengthening, 292
Grouping, harmonics, 274–275
GTO, 250
Gusts, 9
Harmonic limits, 275–278
Harmonic resonance, 168, 224, 252, 254–266, 293, 341, 409
  hosting capacitance, 265
  island operation, 354–357
Harmonics, 223, 224, 225, 247–270, 292, 293
  above 2 kHz, 223, 270–278, 295, 296, 298
  even, 97, 247, 295
  hosting capacity, 247, 248, 277
  impact of distributed generation, 247–270
  second, 97
  subgroup, 276
  third, 251
  triplen, 247, 296
Hay model, 38
Heating, ventilation and air conditioning. see HVAC
Heat pump, 2, 52, 85
High-frequency harmonics. see Harmonics, above 2 kHz
High-frequency ripple, 270
High-impedance differential protection, 363
High-impedance earthing, 339
High-impedance fault, 301, 364
High-pass filter, 296
High-speed trains, 85
Holland. see Netherlands
Horns Rev, 33, 459
Horse Hollow wind energy center, 7
Hosting capacity approach, 88–91, 93, 98–100
  fault current, 335
  increased fault current, 301
  protection, 304–305, 308, 326–333
  sharing for overvoltages, 156
Hour angle, 36
Hungary, voltage limits, 154
HVAC, 136
HVDC, 31, 56, 60, 85, 264, 389
  England-France, 94, 439
  primary reserve, 379, 423
Hydrokinetic, 65
Hydropower, 19, 59–65, 69, 84
  black-start, 404
  inertia constant, 418, 419
  transmission system operation, 368
  unbalance, 239
  year-by-year variations, 61, 62, 86
Hyperbolic functions, 262
Hysteresis control, 250, 273

Iceland
  geothermal power, 68
  hydropower, 68
  ICT, 131, 221
  IEC 61000-2-2, 96
  IEC 61000-2-13, 238
  IEC 61000-3-2, 293
  IEC 61000-3-3, 293
  IEC 61000-3-6, 154, 276, 293
  IEC 61000-3-7, 154, 293
  IEC 61000-3-12, 293
  IEC 61000-3-13, 154
  IEC 61000-4-7, 274, 276
  IEC 61000-4-30, 276
  IEC 61000-6-3, 293
  IEC 61400-21, 227
  IEC 61850, 354
  IEC, standard on EMC for distributed generation, 95
  IEEE Std. 519, 247, 293
  IEEE Std. 1366, 88
  IEEE Std. 1547, 345, 347
  IGBT, 250
  Immunity, 298
    curve, 357
    limit, 294
  Incandescent lamps, 2, 202, 225, 228, 230
  Incentive mechanisms, 2
  Increased aging, 267
  Increasing the hosting capacity. see Hosting capacity, increasing

India, tidal power, 65
Indirect irradiation, 35, 38
Induction generator
  fault-current contribution, 299, 301, 325–326, 336
  voltage dips, 287–291
  voltage rise due to, 149–150
  Induction machine, 227, 229
Kinetic energy. see Inertia constant
Kinetic energy market, 421
Kirchhoff’s laws, 372
Kolmogorov spectrum, 9

Large hydropower, 60–61
Leicester, 102, 143
Light flicker. see Flicker
Line commutated converters, 453
Line-drop compensation, 143, 174–181, 199
Lithium-ion battery, 450
Load following reserve, 375, 376, 385
Load reduction. see Curtailment of consumption
London, solar power, 43
Long-term voltage stability, 410–416
Long-time island operation, 341
Losses
  hosting capacity, 123, 125
  impact of distributed generation, 102–104
Loss of load, 398
Loss-of-mains protection. see Islanding detection
Low-frequency harmonic. see Harmonic
Low-impedance differential protection, 363
Low-impedance path, 251
Low-voltage feeder, overvoltage, 163–166
Ludvika, 55

Maas, 61
Magnetizing current, 262, 264
Maintenance, 200
Make-current, 301, 334
Manchester, 144
Market-based scheme, 222
Markov model, 39
Maximum clearing time, 302, 306
Mechanical oscillations, 11
Meshed operation, impact on overload, 117–119
Meuse. see Maas
Micro-ChP, 50, 51, 53, 84, 102, 337, 359
  losses, 103
  overvoltage, 143, 144
  rapid voltage changes, 229
Microgeneration, 171–173, 293, 343
  harmonic emission, 248, 250
Microgrid, 101, 128, 297
Microhydro, 61
Microtrubine, high-frequency emission, 273
Minihydro, 61
Minimum frequency relays, 380
Minimum load, 221–222
Minimum melting time, 302, 306
Minimum voltage drop, impact on hosting capacity, 162
Minutes reserve, 375
Mississippi State University, 38, 49
Molten salt, heat storage, 31, 32, 369
Monte-Carlo simulation, 26, 193, 243
Motor load, fault-current contribution, 325–326
Motor starting, dip due to, 97, 228
National Grid, 349
Natural monopoly, 84
(N-1) criterion, 370, 372–373, 413, 425, 463, 465
Negative load, 85
NERC, 376, 383, 463
Netherlands
  carbon capture and storage, 71
  CHP, 50
  secondary reserve, 385
  solar power, 30
Neutral wire, 252
Nevada, solar power, 31
New feeder, 127, 198, 292
New Mexico, solar power, 31
New Zealand
  tidal power, 66
  wind power, 127
Niagara river, 65
Nickel-cadmium battery, 450
Noncontrolled island operation, 94, 202, 338, 340–342, 343, 359, 467
Nondispatchable generation, 399
Noninvasive load shedding, 461
Nontransposed transmission lines, 237
Nordel, 367
Nordic system, 367, 373, 374, 376, 378, 394
Normal distribution, 184–185
Normal event, 96–97
Normal operation, 96
North American Electric Reliability Council. see NERC
Northern Africa, solar power, 368
North Sea, wind power, 8
Norway
- fault ride-through, 439, 442
- power-quality regulation, 229
- voltage limits, 154
- wave power, 66

NPL Survey, 346

Nuclear fusion, 71

Nuclear power, 69, 86, 372
- black-start, 404
- primary reserve, 379
- transmission system operation, 368

Off-load tap changers, 142, 145, 203

Oktas, 39

On-load tap changer. see Automatic tap changer

Open modular architecture, 132

Operational reserve, 18, 372–373

Operational security, 85, 88, 297

Overfrequency protection, 343, 347

Overload
- first hosting capacity, 106, 116
- hosting capacity, 119, 125
- impact of distributed generation, 104–105
- impact of reactive power, 108–109
- second hosting capacity, 106, 116

Overspeed, 97

Overvoltage, 97. see also Voltage magnitude variations
- curtailment, 204–209
- limit, 143, 145, 153–155, 197
- impact on hosting capacity, 160, 161, 201
- margin, 146, 151
- impact on hosting capacity, 148, 201
- protection, 203–204, 343, 344, 346, 366
- sharing the hosting capacity, 156

Parallel resonance, 255, 261

Parseval’s theorem, 275

Passive harmonic filter, 296

PCC, 147, 277, 287

Peak load reduction, 137

Pentland Forth, 66

Perez model, 38

Performance indicators, 88, 89

Periodic power pulsations, wind turbine blades, 226

Phase-angle jump, 349

Phase-locked loop. see PLL

Phase modulation, 251

Phase-shifting transformer, 389

Phase-to-phase fault, 317, 323

Philippines, hydropower, 68

Photovoltaics, 33–34. see also Solar power

Photovoltaic system, module integrated, 79

Pitch control, 25, 130

Piteå, Sweden, 7

Planning levels, 153, 154, 203, 276, 294, 295

PLC, 247, 251, 353

PLL, 348

Plt. see Flicker severity

Plug-in hybrid cars. see Electric cars

Point-of-common-coupling. see PCC

Point of connection, 71

Portugal
- solar power, 30
- wave power, 67

Power circles, 214

Power curve
- duration curve, 27
- wind turbine, 22–26

Power-electronic converter
- contribution to fault current, 337
- harmonic resonance, 264–266

Power-electronics interface, 73, 97, 98, 130, 150, 211, 225, 239
- fault-current contribution, 299, 301, 325–326
- harmonic emission, 250–251
- protection, 302

Power-frequency control. see Primary control

Power line communication. see Primary control

Power quality, 91–95
- disturbance, 223
- event (see Event)
- impact of distributed generation, 223–225
- variation (see Variation)

power spectrum, 8, 10

Power-system
- aims, 87–88
- performance, 87
- restoration (see Black-start)

Precipitation, 19

Prediction of CHP. see CHP prediction

Prediction of consumption. see Consumption prediction
Prediction of solar power. see Solar power prediction

Prediction of wind power. see Wind-power prediction

Primary aim, 87, 202, 377
Primary control, 377–382
Primary protection, 97
Primary reserve, 374, 393

Probabilistic method. see Risk-based method

Probability density function, 182
Probability distribution function, 15, 17, 182, 193

Protection
- blinding, 301
- coordination, 305, 357–358, 361
- curve, 357
- failure, 300
- impact of distributed generation, 299–303
- maloperation, due to harmonic resonance, 257
- setting, 305

Pst. see Flicker severity

Pulse-width modulation. see PWM

Pumped hydro. see Pumped storage

Pumped storage, 448, 459

PWM, 250, 270

Quadrature booster, 389

Quebec
- hydropower, 61
- 750 kV, 61

Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines, 42

Raccoon Mountain, Tennessee, 449

Rance river, France, 66

Rapid voltage change, 96, 204, 226, 228–230, 292, 293
- hosting capacity, 229–230

Rated speed, 25

Rate-of-change-of-frequency. see ROCOF

Rayleigh distribution, 21

Reactive power balance, 416

Reactive power control, 461–462

Reactive power export error detection, 353

Recloser, 364

Reclosing. see Autoreclosing

Reconnection, 204

Redundancy, impact on overload, 116–117

Regional group continental Europe. see European system

Regional group Nordic. see Nordic system

Regulated shunt reactance, 462

Regulatory body, 84, 202

Reliability, 8, 297, 308, 340, 358. see also
- Interruptions
  - hosting capacity, 89

Replacement reserve, 373

Resonance. see Harmonic resonance

Resonance frequency, 256, 259, 263, 355

Reverse power flow, hosting capacity, 104

Reverse power protection, 336

Right ascension, 36


ROCOF, 94, 348–351, 358, 439

Rooftop solar panel, 84, 102, 359

overload, 104

Rotating interruption, 137

Rotating machine, 97, 98, 230

Run-of-river, 61

Safety, 92, 305, 341, 360, 405, 461

Sahara, 30

SAIFI, 94

Sandia frequency shift, 353

SARFI, 281, 282

SCADA, 82, 129

Scandinavia
- frequency swing, 98
- solar power, 30

Scattered irradiation. see Indirect irradiation

SCR. see Short-circuit ratio

Secondary aim, 87, 377

Secondary control, 375–376, 382–389

Secondary distribution, 141

Secondary reserve, 375, 393

Seconds reserve, 374

Series capacitor. see Series compensation

Series compensation, 143, 166–167, 199

Series filter, 296

Series resonance, 256, 257, 261

Setting margin, 327

Severn barrage, 66

Shape factor, Weibull distribution, 21, 22

Shielding wires, 297

Short-circuit ratio, 227

Short interruption, 354
Short-term voltage stability, 279, 406–410
Short-time island operation, 341
Shunt capacitor, 143, see Shunt compensation
Shunt compensation, 168, 199
Shunt fault clearing, 337
Single-phase fault, 313, 321
Single-phase fuse clearing, 303
Single-phase generator, 240–247
Single-phase load, 238
Single-phase reclosing, 303
Sinusoidal flicker, 226
Skin effect, 270
Slot harmonics, 249
Slow active disturbance reserve, 374
Small hydropower, 60, 61
Small isolated system, 378
Smart grid, 4, 101, 221, 468–470
Smart meter, 150, 185, 201, 468
Smögen, Sweden, 67
Sodium-sulfur flow battery, 450
Soft starter, 229, 409
Solar constant, 36
Solar energy, per square meter, 33
Solar panel, tilt angle, see Tilt angle
Solar power, 30–50
daily variation, 32, 35
fast variations, 46–50
harmonic emission, 248, 250
harmonic resonances, 224, 257
high-frequency emission, 272, 274
losses, 103
overload, 111–115
overvoltage, 143
prediction, 32, 370
rapid voltage changes, 229
seasonal variation, 32, 35, 42–46
space requirement, 32–33
transmission system operation, 369
voltage fluctuation, 228
Solar thermal, 31
Solid-state switches, 200
Source impedance, 2 - 9 kHz, 277
South Korea, tidal power, 66
Space heating, 50, 51–52, 369
Spain
hydropower, 63, 64
islanding detection, 354
solar power, 30, 31, 354
voltage limits, 154
wind power, 7, 461
Special protection scheme, see Intertrip
Spectral gap, 9, 10
Speed governor, 377
Spilled wind, 11, 204, 205, 379
Spinning reserve, 379, 423
Squall line, 47, 48
Sri Lanka, wind power, 30
Stakeholder, 90, 202
Stall control, 25
Standard deviation, 9, 12
Standard setting, 83, 202
STATCOM, 76, 222, 296, 409, 447, 462
Static var compensator, see SVC
Steam production, 50
Steam unit, inertia constant, 418
Step voltage regulator, 143
Stirling engine, 56
Stochastic method, see Risk-based method
Storage, see Energy storage
Subharmonic, 273
Subtransient current, 336
Subtransmission network, 118, 119, 128, 279, 302, 446, 465
Summation law, 278
Supervisory control, 80, 82
Surge arresters, 366
Sustained island operation, 341
SVC, 296, 409, 447, 462
Svenska Kraftnät, 16, 460
Sweden
CHP, 53
fault ride-through, 441
hydropower, 61
islanding detection, 344, 345
400 kV, 61
prediction of consumption, 398
smart meter, 151
solar power, 33
voltage limits, 155
wave power, 66
wind power, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20, 252–254
Switched capacitor bank, 409, 447
Switching action, 97, 223, 229
Switching frequency, 250, 270
Synchronized operation, wind turbines, 226
Synchronous generator
  fault-current contribution, 299, 300
  harmonic emission, 251–252
Synchronous machine, 225
  fault-current contribution, 336
  fault ride-through, 446
  islanding detection, 348
  unbalance, 238
  voltage dips, 279–287
Synoptic peak, 9, 10
System control and data acquisition. see SCADA
System earthing, 338
Tap-changer controller, 151, 200, 209
Tap-changer deadband. see Tap-changer controller
Tariff, 88, 104
Tertiary control, 389–393
Tertiary reserve, 375, 393
Texas, wind power, 7
Thermal power, 68–71, 84
Three-phase fault, 311, 320
Tidal barrage, 65
Tidal current, 65, 66
Tidal lagoon, 65
Tidal power, 65–66
Tilt angle, 43, 44
Timbuktu, Mali, 37, 45
Time-delayed overcurrent protection, 336
Time-grading coordination, 361
Tower resonance, 226, 227
Transfer capacity, increasing, 458
Transfer trip scheme, 365
Transformer energizing, dip due to, 97
Transient, 96
  fault, 305, 338
  normal and abnormal, 97
  overvoltage, 341
  stability (see Angular stability)
Transmission cables, harmonic resonances, 224, 259, 262–264
Transmission system
  adverse impacts, 87, 367–371
  operation, impact of distributed generation, 367–371
  strength, 224, 237–238, 266–267, 278, 293, 297, 370
Tropical regions, wind power, 369

Turbine dynamics, 226
Turbulence, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 227
  intensity, 10
  peak, 9
Two-phase-to-ground fault, 318, 324

UCTE, 367
  2006 blackout, 95, 386–387, 440
Unacceptable deterioration, 89, 99
Unbalance, 144, 223, 224, 225, 237–247, 292, 293
  hosting capacity, 242, 246
Unbalanced dips, 282–291
Uncontrolled islanding. see Noncontrolled islanding
Under-frequency load shedding, 381
Under-frequency protection, 343, 347
Underground cable, 85
  impact on hosting capacity, 198
  network, 303
Undervoltage blocking, 349
Undervoltage limit, 145, 201
Undervoltage protection, 343, 344, 346
United Kingdom, 6, 61
  battery storage, 450
  carbon capture and storage, 71
  coal, 68
  distributed generation, 94
  fault ride-through, 439
  frequency swing, 98
  gas, 68, 86
  generator protection, 336
  generator tripping, 95
  islanding detection, 348, 352
  micro-CHP, 102, 144
  ROCOF tripping, 349–350
  solar power, 102, 143
  tidal power, 65, 66
  transmission, 278
  transmission system fault levels, 263
  voltage limits, 155
  wind power, 209, 368
United States
  distribution transformer, 251
  hydropower, 68
  medium-voltage, 340
  solar power, 31
  tidal power, 65
  voltage limits, 155
  wind power, 7
Universal time. see Coordinated universal
time
Unwanted operation, protection, 300, 301
Upstate New York, solar power, 45
Urban networks, 157
Use-of-system tariff. see Tariff
Vector shift, 348, 351–352, 358
Vector surge. see Vector shift
Verband der Netzbetreiber, 271
Vertically integrated utility, 84
Very inverse time. see Inverse time
Very short variations, 12, 230–233
Voltage
characteristic, 153, 201, 203, 295 (see
also EN 50160)
collapse (see Voltage stability)
control, 225
impact on hosting capacity, 142,
199–200
coordination, 150
fluctuation, 96, 223, 224, 225, 226, 292,
293, 295
spread of, 233–237
level, impact on hosting capacity,
148
magnitude variations, impact of
distributed generation, 141–144
profile, 158, 159, 160, 164, 169, 171
quality, 92, 93, 95–98, 200
disturbance, 223
indicators, 88
rise, 158
sag (see Voltage-dip)
source converter, VSC, 76–79, 134, 213,
454
stability, 405–416
step (see Rapid voltage change)
unbalance (see Unbalance)
Voltage-dip, 96, 97, 224, 225, 278–291,
297–298, 343, 406
database, 98
VSC-HVDC, 454–457, 462
Waveform distortion. see Harmonic
Wavelet, 362
Wave power, 66–67
daily variations, 67
seasonal variation, 66
Weather-dependent generation, 369
Weibull distribution, 20–22, 26
Wind energy, per square meter, 20, 33
Wind event, 403
Wind gusts. see Gusts
Wind park, 7, 94
harmonic resonance, 224
Wind power, 7–30
daily variation, 9
energy production, 29–30
flicker, 227
harmonic emission, 248, 250, 252–254
high-frequency emission, 271–272
hour-by-hour changes, 15, 17, 18
impact on overvoltage, 191–192
inertia constant, 419, 420
losses, 103, 125
overload, 110–111
power capacity, 26–29
prediction, 8, 370, 399–403
primary reserve, 379
production capacity, 10–20
rapid voltage changes, 229
seasonal variation, 19, 20
second-by-second changes, 12
transmission system operation, 368,
369
unbalance, 239
very short variations, 232–233
voltage fluctuations, 226
year-by-year variations, 20
Wind speed, 8–10, 20–22
average, 22, 23
Worst-case approach, 181, 203
Zero hosting capacity, 122, 153, 201, 466
Zero-sequence harmonics, 267
Zinc-bromide battery, 450